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Unsere vorliegende Übertragung basiert auf Babell’s Manuskript (Quelle 2), nicht auf der gedruckten Fassung, welche gegenüber dem Manuskript verschiedenen Änderungen, Hinzufügungen und Auslassungen
aufweist. In dem Manuskript folgt auf unser Vivace Babell’s Abschrift einer anderen Komposition in G-Dur
von Händel: eines überarbeiteten Ad libitums zu des Komponisten eigener Cembalofassung von „Vo’ far
guerra“ aus Rinaldo14. Babells Kopiervorlage für das Vivace und für andere Sätze in diesem Band, kann sehr
wiedergewohl Händels Autograph gewesen sein. Der Kopist hat Händels Schreibweise des Mordenten
geben und vielleicht auch die seines weniger üblichen Pralltrillers
(den Händel normalerweise durch ein
„tr.“-Zeichen angibt). Babell hat offensichtlich das „tr.“ des Komponisten für Kadenztriller (Takt 3, 19, 23,
ersetzt, einer Notation, die von Hänusw.) durch eine eigene Version des Mordenten mit zwei Strichen
del nicht benutzt wurde.
Babell war mindestens zehn, wahrscheinlich aber 13 Jahre lang einer der Hauptkopisten Händels. Er hatte
offensichtlich Zugang zu den Manuskripten des Komponisten für Tasteninstrumente, welche er sorgfältig im
Additional Ms. 31577 abschrieb, sowie zu einer weiteren fast zeitgleichen Sammlung, die heute in der British Library unter MS Mus. 1587 (ff. 1–52v) erhalten ist. In diesen Kopien und in der veröffentlichten Version des Vivace G-Dur, hat Babell seine Fassung des „Colophons“ des Komponisten eingefügt, eines persönlichen Stempels oder Abdrucks, der wahllos in Händels Autographen (etwa 1706–1751) erscheint. Obwohl
dieser Abdruck die bekannte Notation der Fermate beinhaltet, zeigt der Kontext der Musik, dass eine Unterbrechung des Tempos damit nicht gemeint sein kann.
Illustration 4 Teil von Quelle 2 (Takte 125–9 in unserer Edition). Händels „Colophon” beim Doppelstrich ist eindeutig nicht die Anweisung, das Tempo zu unterbrechen. – Die hinzugefügten Findersätze, welche wahrscheinlich
nicht von Babell selbst stammen, sind in unserer Edition weggelassen worden.

Obwohl die genaue Bedeutung von Händels „Colophon“ noch nicht verstanden ist, ist sein häufiges Vorkommen in seinen Autographen und in Babells Kopien ein weiterer guter Grund dafür, diese Gavotte en
Rondeau als authentisch anzuerkennen.
Die Manuskripte dieser zwei lieblichen Gavotten in der Fassung für Cembalo lassen wenig Zweifel, dass der
Komponist und erste Interpret niemand anders als Händel selbst gewesen ist.
Balmain, New South Wales, Australien, März 2012
Graham Pont
Übersetzung: Günter von Zadow

Introduction
This is the first edition from early manuscripts of two Gavottes, both very popular during the eighteenth
century, with variations here ascribed to G.F. Handel.

The Gavott in Otho variated by G.F. Handel Esqr.
Foundling Museum, Gerald Coke Handel Collection accession no. 2488, ff. 26v-28r (Source 1).
The Gavotte, originally a French folk dance, became a favourite musical form in European court circles
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Like many composers, Handel included the Gavotte in
dance suites for the harpsichord,15 in instrumental sonatas16 and orchestral works,17 as well as employing the
dance rhythm in his operas and oratorios. The overture to his English opera Semele (1743) concludes with a
spirited Gavotte and the first Act ends with the aria and chorus ‘Endless pleasure’ – the longest movement
Handel ever wrote ‘alla gavotta’ (170 bars).
The overture to his Italian opera Ottone (1723) also ends with a Gavotte which was the first of Handel’s
overture movements to become a universal and almost perennial favourite in England. Charles Burney
records that this movement was ‘the delight of all who could play, or hear it played, on every kind of instrument, from the organ to the salt-box’.18
Handel’s best known Gavotte with variations is the Air and 2 Doubles in F major HWV 465 which is thought
to have been composed during his early London years (c.1710–1720). ‘The Gavott in Otho’ from the overtu14
Die Tatsache, dass Babell dieses überarbeitete Ad libitum in seiner Edition von „Vo’ far guerra“ verwendete (1717), belegt ohne Zweifel, dass die
Manuskriptfassung der Gavotte derjenigen voranging, die in der selben Edition erschien, ebenso wie die „Aria“ G-Dur. Siehe Graham Pont, „Reminiscences of Rinaldo: the Keyboard Transcriptions of ’Vo’ far Guerra’ “, Ad Parnassum, Vol. 9, Issue 17 (April 2011), S. 7–35.
15
HWV 441:6; 444:4; 455:3.
16
HWV 365:4; 396:5; 397:6; 398:6; 402:5; 578:3.
17
HWV 310:6; 313:5; 324:Anhang; 354:4.
18
Charles Burney, A General History of Music… (London, 1789), Vol. IV, p. 286.
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re of the opera Ottone follows the same format: the harpsichord arrangement of the overture was first published in 1726 but the last movement was probably being performed with variations before then.

Illustration 1 The beginning of Source 1. Reproduced by kind permission of the Gerald Coke Handel Collection.

The tradition of performing this movement with arbitrary ornaments, variations and other extempore additions survived in Britain until the Second World War. Handel’s younger contemporary, the Oxford organist
John Snow, was the first to publish a keyboard arrangement of ‘The Gavott in Otho’ with four of his own
variations.

Illustration 2 The Gavott in Otho: the second variation and the beginning of the third from John Snow, Variations
for the Harpsichord… (London, [1760]), page 6. Author’s collection.

The tradition was refreshed by the publication of the Gavot in the Overture of Otho… with New Variations…
by Charles Wesley, Organ Performer to his Royal Highness the Prince Regent (London, 1815). The fourth of
Wesley’s five variations is in a novel ‘Tempo di Minuetto’!
The British practice of freely interpreting the ‘Gavot from Otho’ remained vital throughout the nineteenth
century which saw numerous publications reflecting the improvised additions and variations of keyboard
players. In 1875 ‘Jules de Sivrai’ (Mrs J. L. Roeckel) published a popular setting which extended Handel’s
Gavotte with her own ‘Intermezzo’ of 25 bars, before repeating the original dance da capo.
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Illustration 3 The beginning of the Intermezzo from Gavotte in B flat major by Handel transcribed for the PianoForte by Jules de Sivrai (London, [1875]). Author’s collection.

This ‘Intermezzo’ became an accepted part of the music and was in turn freely interpreted by Patrick Williams in his setting of the overture for organ (1944).19
An unknown scribe has preserved ‘The Gavott in Otho variated by G.F. Handel Esqr.’, Source 1, now part of
a manuscript collection of keyboard music in the Gerald Coke Handel Collection.
The two variations of this setting of the Gavotte are also found in another eighteenth-century manuscript,
Newman Flower Collection, Henry Watson Music Library, Manchester, MS 130 Hd4, v.314, pp. (96–7).
This incomplete copy came from the Aylesford Collection which was compiled by the composer’s friend and
librettist Charles Jennens: it confirms the attribution of the arrangement to Handel. Given his unrivalled
popularity as a performer, both public and private, it can hardly be doubted that the composer’s own variations on the Gavotte were the beginning of the British tradition that lasted for more than two centuries.
While these two manuscripts throw new light on Handel’s legendary powers of improvisation,20 it is surprising that such detailed records are so rare – especially as his admirers included musicians with the necessary
skill to observe and record his performances. One such was the London virtuoso Jonathan Battishill (1736–
1801) who was remembered for his perfect imitation of Handel’s playing and left a most detailed record of
Handel’s interpretation of his opera and oratorio overtures at the keyboard.21 Battishill’s keyboard version of
the ‘Gavot from Otho’ survives in a manuscript copy made by Rosalind Eleanor Esther Glenn (1835–
1909),22 daughter of Battishill’s last professional pupil, Robert Glenn (1776–1844).

Vivace (Gavotte en Rondeau) in G major
British Library Additional Ms. 31557, ff. 14v-16v (Source 2).
Though not named as such in the manuscript source, this is a typical Gavotte en rondeau for harpsichord with
five variations, an elaborate reworking of a brief Gavotte with variations in G major attributed to Henry
Purcell. It was published by his widow in A Choice Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord or Spinnet
(London, 1696).
The Vivace was first published by William Babell as an ‘Aria’ with variations in his Suits of the most Celebrated Lessons Collected and Fitted to the harpsicord or spinnet (London, [1717]), pp. 49–55. Though long
accepted as Babell’s own work,23 the arrangement of Purcell’s Gavotte with five new variations is more
likely to have been composed by G.F. Handel. The musical quality of this composition places it in a higher
19

Overture to “Otho”… Arranged for the Organ by Patrick Williams (London, 1944), p. 13.
The varied proportions of the first Variation are typically Handelian, especially the rhythmic alteration from duple to triple figures: compare bars 38
and 42.
21
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek, Hamburg, Musikabteilung MB/1657. See Graham Pont, ‘French overtures at the keyboard: the Handel tradition’,
Early Music Vol. XXXV/2 (May 2007), pp. 271–288.
22
British Library, Additional Ms. 69859, f. 10r. See Graham Pont, ‘A Wesleyan Musical Legacy’, electronic British Library Journal 2008, article no.
4.
23
Georg Friedrich Händel, Klavierwerke I-IV…kritischer Bericht von Terence Best (Kassel etc., 2000), p. 93. The attribution in John Reading’s copy
of the ‘Aria’ (‘Compos’d by Mr. Babell’) in the Dulwich College manuscript 920 is no more than an acknowledgement of the source of Reading’s
transcription, the Celebrated Lessons of 1717.
20
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class than Babell ever achieved in the works for the harpsichord that can be reliably attributed to him alone.
Babell was familiar with the musical form of the Gavotte with variations: there are several brief examples in
the magnificent volume copied for him by his father Charles, ‘Recueil de pieces choisies pour le clauessin/
1702/ William Babel’ (now British Library Additional Ms. 39569). While Babell is not known to have
composed a Gavotte en rondeau with several variations, Handel has left another example in the Gavotta in G
with eight variations – a youthful work which was belatedly published in 1733 as the sixth movement of the
Suite in G major HWV 441.24 As Terence Best has pointed out, some of the divisions in the concluding
Double of this Gavotte also appear in the fifth Variation of the Vivace or ‘Aria’ in G major.25
Handel was a great admirer of Purcell whose vocal works he frequently imitated. Handel showed less interest
in Purcell’s instrumental music but the Vivace in G major is a conspicuous exception. This work is an hommage à Purcell in the style of the French clavecinistes and Babell’s edition of the Vivace (or ‘Aria’, as he
named it) was accepted as such in an obvious parody by Jean-François Dandrieu, in his Troisième livre de
pieces de clavecin (Paris, 1734), pp. 27–8.
The manuscript containing the Vivace, Source 2, is a collection of harpsichord music by Handel and a few
other contemporary composers which was copied by William Babell for his personal use (?c.1716–1723).
His manuscript annotations include slurs, ornaments, fingerings,26 corrections of transcription errors and a
curious title ‘Trumbo Amadigi’ for the Sinfonia HWV 11:29.
Our present transcription is based on Babell’s manuscript copy, not the printed version which differs in
various editorial alterations, additions and omissions. In this manuscript the Vivace is immediately succeeded
by Babell’s copy of another composition in G major by Handel, a revised ad libitum to the composer’s own
transcription of ‘Vo’ far guerra’ from Rinaldo.27 Babell’s copy-text of the Vivace and other movements in
this volume may well have been Handel’s autograph: the copyist has reproduced Handel’s notation of the
and perhaps his less common notation of the upper mordent
(which Handel usually
lower mordent
indicates with a ‘tr.’ sign). Babell has evidently replaced the composer’s cadential ‘tr.’ (bars 3, 19, 23 etc.)
(a notation not used by Handel).
with a distinctive version of the lower mordent with a double stroke
Babell, who acted as one of Handel’s principal copyists for at least ten and possibly up to thirteen years,
evidently had access to the composer’s keyboard manuscripts which he carefully copied in Additional Ms.
31577 and another almost contemporary collection now held by the British Library, MS Mus. 1587 (ff. 1–
52v). In these copies and in the published version of the Vivace in G major, Babell has included his version
of the composer’s ‘colophon’, a personal ‘hall-mark’ or scriptorial device which appears randomly throughout Handel’s autographs (c.1706–1751). While this device incorporates the familiar notation of a fermata, the
musical context often shows that it cannot possibly have been meant to indicate a break in the tempo.

Illustration 4 Part of Source 2 (bars 125–9 in our transcription). Handel’s ‘colophon’ at the double bar is clearly not
an indication to interrupt the tempo. The added fingering, which is probably Babell’s own, has been omitted from our
transcription. Reproduction by permission of the British Library Board. All rights reserved.

Though the precise significance of Handel’s ‘colophon’ is not yet understood, its frequent appearance in his
autograph manuscripts and Babell’s copies is another good reason for accepting this Gavotte en rondeau as
authentic.
The manuscript sources of these two charming Gavottes leave little doubt that the composer and first performer of the versions for harpsichord was no other than Handel himself.
Balmain NSW, March 2012
Graham Pont
24

Suites de Pieces Pour le clavecin… second volume (Walsh, London, [1733]), pp. 59–61.
Best, Klavierwerke I-IV… kritischer Bericht, p. 93.
26
Babell indicates the thumb with a ‘+’, the index finger as 4 and remaining fingers as 3–1.
27
The fact that Babell made use of this revised ad libitum in his edition of ‘Vo’ far guerra’ (1717) proves beyond doubt that the manuscript version of
the Gavotte preceded that which appeared in the same edition, as the ‘Aria’ in G major. See Graham Pont, ‘Reminiscences of Rinaldo: the Keyboard
Transcriptions of “Vo’ far Guerra”’, Ad Parnassum, Vol. 9, Issue 17 (April 2011), pp. 7–35.
25
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